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Abstract: This paper introduces a novel protocol for managing low altitude 3D aeronautical chart data
to address the unique navigational challenges and collision risks associated with populated urban
environments. Based on the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 3D Tiles standard for geospatial
data delivery, the proposed extension, called 3D Tiles Nav., uses a navigation-centric packet structure
which automatically decomposes the navigable regions of space into hyperlocal navigation cells
and encodes environmental surfaces that are potentially visible from each cell. The developed
method is sensor agnostic and provides the ability to quickly and conservatively encode visibility
directly from a region by enabling an expanded approach to viewshed analysis. In this approach, the
navigation cells themselves are used to represent the intrinsic positional uncertainty often needed
for navigation. Furthermore, we present in detail this new data format and its unique features as
well as a candidate framework illustrating how an Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) system
could support trajectory-based operations and performance-based navigation in the urban canyon.
Our results, experiments, and simulations conclude that this data reorganization enables 3D map
streaming using less bandwidth and efficient 3D map-matching systems with limited on-board
compute, storage, and sensor resources.

Keywords: UTM Navigation; GPS-Denied Navigation; UAV; autonomous navigation; simulation;
ROS; UE4; 3D maps; LIDAR

1. Introduction

With increasing use in urban civilian airspace, Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) need to be
able to autonomously navigate reliably and safely. Recently, companies such as Waymo, Amazon UPS
and DHL and, use a variety of sensing modalities for delivery application [1]. Uber Elevate is another
important emerging application for low altitude autonomous operations in complex, obstacle-rich
urban environments [1]. As gloabl position satellite (GPS) navigation is subject to severe degradation
and blackout in urban areas, an economic and scalable solution to the development of UAS in urban
airspace is an efficient and reliable performance-based localization and path planning beyond GPS.
During low altitude urban operations, a UAS can frequently encounter portions of a flight path in
which GPS precision is significantly limited or GPS service is completely unavailable. In general,
buildings, infrastructures, and vegetation can block, diffract or reflect global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) signals [2]. Thus, site-dependent GNSS effects comprise both of a reduction of available
measurements and a loss of reliability due to multipath and refraction phenomena. In some cases,
a priori knowledge of the 3D environment can be used to predict and avoid challenging conditions
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at path planning level; however, the large size of the datasets becomes untenable for small UAS.
The use of unreliable GNSS can lead to a dilution of precision (DOP), or even to the unavailability of
positioning information if less than four satellites are visible. In the latter case, navigation issues are
emphasized by the relatively low performance of consumer-grade micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS) inertial sensors commonly embarked onboard small UAS, leading to fast error growth in
absence of satellite-based position measurements [3]. In these scenarios, autonomous flight is hindered
by navigation issues, leading to significant difficulties in mission execution, or at least to the necessity
of manual control, which strongly limits UAS potential. Thus, it is imperative that research efforts are
being carried out concerning safe autonomous navigation in these challenging environments.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to efficiently distribute and exploit 3D maps to avoid
precision dilution due to dead-reckoning in GPS denied conditions. This protocol has been designed to
facilitate bidirectional exchange of the 3D data required for trajectory-based operations and to increase
the efficiency of 3D map-matching and 3D feature-matching navigation in the low altitude (below
500 ft) urban airspace. This data protocol uses a navigation-centric packet structure that only retains
non-occluded geometry. By automatically decomposing the navigable regions of space into hyperlocal
navigation cells (e.g., 2-meter voxels), it conservatively and efficiently captures environmental surfaces
that are potentially visible to sensors from each cell and eliminates the need to transmit occluded
sub-surfaces.

An overall high-level operational overview that illustrates the central utility of the 3D Tiles Nav.
is seen in Figure 1. Lidar point clouds from any source are encoded as streamable Visibility Event
(VE) packets for efficient delivery over intermittent, bandwidth constrained networks. The packets
are encoded offline and optimized to contain only the geometric surfaces that are potentially visible
from hyperlocal navigation cells. This packet structure improves the deliverability and usability of 3D
data, and enables new capabilities in tactical visualization, secure line-of-sight (LOS) communications,
and intelligent autonomous tactical navigation beyond the penetration and performance limits of
GPS. Navigation cell or VE packet provides a convenient method of planning collision-free trajectories
within obstacle-rich environments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Related Work, Methodology, Proposed 3D
Tiles Nav. format, Experiments and Results, Discussion, and Conclusions.

Figure 1. Overall operational overview for low altitude urban airspace.

2. Related Work

This section discusses recent works within the field of GPS-denied 3D map localization, streaming,
and navigation. First, specific challenges with streaming massive 3D geospatial data sets are briefly
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discussed concerning current methodologies being implemented to solve this problem. Next, we detail
an illustration of the current state of the art and traditional methods for processing 3D data sets for
localization and navigation.

2.1. Traditional vs. State-of-the-Art Localization

Accurate localization and navigation over vast areas require very large 3D datasets and/or
light detection and ranging (LiDAR) points cloud. For on-board memory optimization, streaming
is the solution of choice. For large 3D geospatial data sets, streaming is traditionally performed
either sequentially [4,5] or in prefetched mode [6,7]. In [4], sequential streaming is performed by the
classification of data as it is being acquired, thus eliminating the need for streaming. Furthermore,
the authors in [7] first detect significant surfaces from an initial low-resolution scan of the scene then
acquire high-resolution scans in the areas of interest. However, this method is limited by computational
bottlenecks on mobile platforms needed for tactical UAS missions. In prefetched streaming such as
in [6], pre-localization and mapping are performed offline and only once to obtain the map of an
indoor environment that can be dynamically updated for navigation and localization. Utilizing the
aforementioned streaming methods, various methods of processing are performed to both localize and
navigate within the 3D map environment [4–7].

There are a myriad of processing methods for localization and navigation classified either as
state of the art [8–10], suggesting newer techniques, or traditional techniques [6,11,12], implying
methods typically accepted in the scientific community. New techniques proposed in [8] apply a
computer vision approach that integrates range, semantic segmentation, and trajectory information
to localize a UGV in a predetermined aerial map. To localize the unmanned ground vehicle (UGV)
in the aerial map, authors in [8] score similarity between descriptors generated from UGV data and
similar descriptors generated with the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) data. The aerial and ground
descriptors include range and semantic information to describe each pixel in the 2.5D orthophoto and
each local image and laser scan from the UGV. Recently deep learning is becoming a tool used at the
forefront of computational processing in computer vision. Currently, it has been used as a descriptor
processing tool as opposed to manually designing key-point descriptors for point clouds. In [9], authors
apply a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to create a descriptor describing the geometric
structure of a local subset of points (in the local-map) used to infer potential matching regions for
first-pass efficient course registration and then a second pass using iterative closest point (ICP) fine
tuning. While innovative and unique, [8] and [9] utilize a standard computer vision technique of
constructing descriptors for regions of point clouds then finding matches for each descriptor. Authors
in [10] approach localization in urban environments using point clouds by finding and matching
corresponding linear plane features extracted from building footprints.

Localization methods discussed in [8–10] are considered unique regarding LiDAR point cloud
localization because of traditional techniques. Whereas, [6,11] involve iterative computationally
intensive matching which produces increased matching errors as the environment changes. Authors
in [6] present a localization approach based on a point-cloud matching method that involves normal
distribution transform (NDT) coupled with light detection and ranging intensity. To cope with
matching error associated with a changing environment, [6] proposes to estimate the matching error
beforehand then assign an uncertainty to the scan matching. Similarly, [11] employs the classic
method of pre-localization and mapping, performed offline and only once. By utilizing a three-step
approach, [11] uses a distance matrix to compute the matching error, Resilient Back-Propagation
(RPROP), followed by a second derivative. As seen in [6,11], traditional localization methods are used
because they provide best results given the limitations of streaming and efficient LiDAR point clouds
matching in changing environments.
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2.2. 3D Map-Matching

3D map-matching approaches use pre-acquired 3D data that has been preprocessed by loop
closure and other registration methods. The intermediate sensor scan, e.g., LiDAR, is matched to the
preacquired, corrected 3D map data and enables navigation at near sensor-precision. Using smaller
UAVs, and more precise prior 3D point cloud data, Near Earth Autonomy achieved sensor-level
(sub-meter) precision during waypoint following over a limited range [13]. Autonomous ground
navigation systems incorporating similar, prior point cloud-based 3D maps have also demonstrated
sensor-level, 0.4 m, precision [14].

To improve the efficiency of data delivery, our methods uniquely employ an encoding and
streaming of unoccluded 3D features. Map-matching localization algorithms may use points, e.g.,
point clouds, or planar features, e.g., polygons, as the matched data elements or features. Point
matching algorithms include ICP, Hough scan matching (HSM), polar scan matching (PSM), and
random sample cnsensus (RANSAC) [15]. The standard method for matching 3D range data is to
apply the ICP algorithm for registration of two-point clouds [16]. ICP aims to find the transformation
between a point cloud and some reference point cloud by minimizing the square errors between the
corresponding entities [17]. However, ICP match accuracy suffers when the range values are sparse or
noisy. Further issues include data storage limits for large maps since the unprocessed 3D data must be
saved for each scan [17,18].

RANSAC and HSM are 3D registration methods which employ point clouds as the input data
but generate and use planar features during the scan registration/matching process [15]. There
is growing literature showing that methods which extract and match planar features during point
cloud registration can significantly outperform point matching algorithms such as ICP which do not
employ planar features [19]. 3D registration algorithms which extract planar features [20–23] also
allow data representations that are a more compact data representation than point clouds. The work
of [22] demonstrates that segmentation using planar features can be used to accurately abstract a large
number of laser points into a much more compact, aggregate 3D map representation. [22] shows that
planar feature matching can provide improved computational efficiency using much less data when
compared to point matching algorithms. Furthermore,[24] states that planar surfaces can semantically
provide a compressive representation of the point clouds with data-compression rates over 90% as
seen in [25]. This planar feature 3D map matching system achieved reliable performance even in
unstructured outdoor environments.

2.3. Dense Occlusion in 3D Datasets

The problem of dense occlusion in 3D data sets has primarily been studied in computer graphics.
Various visibility methods have been developed to reduce the impact of occluded surfaces on
rendering performance. Visibility methods broadly fall into two categories, (1) runtime occlusion
culling methods—which cull surfaces occluded from a single viewpoint, and (2) precomputation
methods—which remove the surfaces occluded from a region, [26]. Runtime occlusion culling methods
such as occlusion queries and hierarchical z-buffer rendering must be executed for each image frame
that is rendered [27]. These methods consume considerable CPU and GPU resources at runtime.
In contrast, visibility precomputation methods determine the set of surfaces potentially visible from an
entire 3D region, often called a navigation cell or viewcell.

In general, from-region visibility preprocessing techniques aim to compute a conservative
overestimate of the exact visible set for a navigation cell. These from-region potentially visible sets
(PVS) can be precomputed and used as a working set at runtime while the viewpoint is inside
the corresponding navigation cell. Existing methods of from-region visibility precomputation have
limitations which have made them poorly suited to computing visibility at a level of precision and
granularity required to precompute streamable VE packets. These methods are not conservative and,
therefore, do not guarantee that all visible surfaces are found. Failing to identify visible surfaces
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can lead to significant visual artifacts for visualization applications and can negatively affect the
performance of 3D scan matching algorithms.

Current methods such as volumetric visibility is another method of conservative, from-region
visibility that has been used in game development. Volumetric visibility uses a voxelization of the
inside volume of modeled objects [28]. In this method, only axis-aligned boxes constructed by the
voxelization can function as occluders. This method requires that all surfaces are closed, manifold
surfaces. Like portal sequence visibility, it does not account for the fusion of smaller occluders into
larger aggregate occluders and, consequently, fails to capture much of the occlusion in large geospatial
data sets. Ray-space factorization is another method of from-region visibility precomputation [29].
Although this method is conservative, it typically overestimates the potentially visible set by 400-500%
when used on densely occluded urban models.

3. Proposed Navigation Framework using 3D Tiles NAV.

GPS position estimation includes a real-time estimate of positional error using the position
dilution of precision (PDOP) metric. PDOP is determined from a real-time analysis of the position
of the usable satellites and provides a metric for the actual navigational performance (ANP) of GPS.
As discussed in the related works, 3D map matching and 3D feature matching navigation systems
should report a reliable real-time estimate of position error. The position error of 3D map matching and
feature matching systems can be a complex function of map precision and accuracy, sensor precision
and accuracy, and the performance of the onboard computational resources. The global accuracy of the
localization result can, of course, be affected by both navigation system parameters and environmental
conditions as well as the accuracy and precision of the 3D map data (Table 1).

Table 1. Performance Indicators

Performance Parameter Navigation System Parameter Data Optimization Parameters

Location Accuracy
Sensor Range, Angular Resolution,
Sample Density,
Noise= f (Weather, Illumination)

3D Map Precision - Level of Detail,
Feature Count, Noise

Computation Complexity Sensor Field-of-View, View Direction
3D Map-Accuracy Local Variance
from the ground truth

Sensor Acquisition/Scan Rate Surface Area of Visible Surfaces
Single-Scan Convergence Rate Reflectivity of Visible Surfaces
Aircraft Intended/Actual Velocity Vector Point Feature vs. Planar Feature

Adjuncts: Inertial Navigation, GPS
Range of Visible Surfaces from the
navigation cell

Computational performance depends on the ability of the onboard memory and processing
subsystems to handle both the incoming sensor data and the relevant onboard 3D map data.
We propose a framework that utilizes hyperlocal navigation cell voxels to compute variance metrics
within subsets of the match results. These hyperlocal variance metrics will be used to identify if the
variance is caused by mismatch with a subset of the 3D map/feature data. If an algorithm detects
local variance, then the unmatched 3D map data is labeled, and the non-corresponding unmatched
scan data is stored. The value of hyperlocal mismatch metrics over consecutive scans will be used to
determine the probability of local feature changes between the stored 3D map and the real-time scans.
These metrics will be used as heuristics to trigger the storage and potential transmission of mismatched
feature data to a server. By locally extracting efficient planar feature representations from the much
larger raw point cloud representations initially output from sensors, bandwidth requirements for
transmitting map-update candidate data is substantially reduced.

The navigation-centric structure of 3D Tiles Nav. data facilitates these local comparisons by
identifying the navigation cells from which changed surfaces are visible and only updating the
navigation-centric data associated with affected navigation cells. Using this method, 3D Tiles Nav.
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data can be used to improve the efficiency of detect and avoid systems as well as target tracking
systems by providing information about the expected visible structure of the stationary elements in the
environment. In this way, onboard 3D Tiles Nav. data can be used to augment a range of navigation
and guidance systems required for intelligent autonomous operation.

4. Methodology

4.1. System Level Overview

The 3D Tiles Nav. methodology detailed within this paper converts 3D data in standard, open
geospatial formats to navigation-centric 3D map data optimized for rapid delivery for urban 3D
data-matching navigation systems. The proposed protocol is titled 3D Tiles Nav and includes certain
navigation cell and visibility metadata in order to improve navigational performance and autonomy
in complex environments. The navigation cell data structures organize the low airspace, i.e., below
500 ft, in which 3D Tiles Nav. data is embedded. The resulting data organization supports efficient
data delivery, especially in densely occluded use cases, e.g., low altitude and ground level. In densely
occluded environments, this can be achieved through the use of from-region encoding of specific
navigation cells. By pre-encoding and simplifying/reducing visibility metadata from specific cell
regions, the computational cost of solving these visibility problems is greatly reduced, i.e., data delivery.
In addition, the resulting metadata fuses information about the visible and navigable structure of the
operating environment to provide a unique informational framework for planning and conducting
missions in densely occluded environments.

In Figure 2, we illustrate a high-level overview of 3D Tiles Nav. protocol. In this, the central
utility of the VE protocol facilitates efficient delivery of 3D data needed by onboard sensor-based
3D data-matching systems to precisely track the assigned trajectory in GPS-degraded regions. 3D
Tiles Nav. data returned to the server also reports the aircraft’s position and actual navigation
performance (ANP). Our method allows 3D data to be machine-readable by onboard 3D map matching
and feature-matching navigation providing an alternative to GPS for high precision navigation in the
low altitude urban airspace.

Figure 2. A common protocol for 3D data delivery supporting trajectory-based operations and
performance-based navigation in the low altitude urban airspace.
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In this section, we first discuss our data collection methods as well as the hardware used for
collection. Then, we discuss the process to convert the collected raw point cloud data into 3D Tiles Nav.
data by finding planar mesh triangle features from a point cloud showing methods of simplification.
Next, we detail a 3D navigation framework by decomposing a ground truth into navigation cells to
conservatively compute regions of visibility for each navigation cell. Lastly, we introduce a developed
algorithm to select a LOD based on distance and sensor-angle.

4.2. Data Collection

The data used for the paper was collected at Fort Indiantown Gap Combined Arms Collective
Training Facility in Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania (FTIG). We utilized a 3DR Iris quadrotor and a
Jackal UGV (a small ground robot produced by Clear Path Robotics [30]), seen in Figure 3. The Iris was
equipped with a flight controller that used Arducopter firmware and a visual camera. The Jackal was
equipped with an integrated magnetometer and IMU combined with wheel odometry for orientation
estimation, while GPS position fixes are combined with wheel odometry for position estimation in an
extended Kalman filter (EKF). A Velodyne puck LiDAR (VLP-16) sensor and a visual camera from the
Iris were used to collect LiDAR point clouds of the entire urban mount site. Once collected, multiple
point cloud data sets were registered and aligned using commercially available Agisoft Photoscan [31]
and the open source Meshlab software [32]. A model was created in Agisoft Photoscan, where the
texture was turned off and the lights were moved to highlight different areas to asses the quality
of the scans. The reason Photoscan was chosen is that it allows for the workflow, Structure from
Motion (SfM) and multi-view reconstruction, to be processed offline and the user to change the settings
for various reconstructions. Next, we imported the created point cloud models from the Jackel and
Iris into Meshlab, which is an opensource software developed at the Visual Computing Lab of the
ISTI-CNR [33]. Meshlab allowed the authors to visualize 3D models created elsewhere as well as point
clouds created by laser scanners. We proceeded to use Meshlab which allows the user to edit and
clean then use an ICP-based range map registration tool to align point clouds into the same reference
space [34]. In this process the first pairs of candidate corresponding points are identified in the area of
overlap of two range scans. Subsequently, an optimization procedure computes a rigid transformation
that reduces the distance (in the least-squares sense) between the two sets of points. The process is
iterated until some convergence criterion is satisfied [16].

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Images of data collection hardware: (a) Image of unmanned aerial vechile (UAV), 3DR
Iris quadrotor, on ground before takeoff [35]. (b) Image of unmanned ground vehicle,Jackal by
Clearpath robotics.

The use of detailed, fully registered point clouds is essential to urban navigation. The 3D tiles Nav.
protocol relies on the development of 3D meshes that model 3D maps with very high accuracy while
only requiring a reduced amount of storage. Data capture as seen in Figure 4a illustrates collected
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imagery resulting in a data point cloud with 4.4 million points that was stored in a 238 Mb .ply file
in Figure 4b. This map covers an area of roughly 10,000 m2. The scannable surfaces, i.e., walls, roofs,
ground, can be roughly estimated to be 20,000 m2. The corresponding point cloud with a pitch of 5 cm
could be estimated to have 180 million points. For urban maps that contain many man-made features
such as buildings or roads, the authors developed and tested algorithms that convert point clouds into
3D meshes with planar features. This method simplifies meshes with planar features to reduce the
number of faces and vertices, thus resulting in a reduction in the amount of required bandwidth for
planned trajectory.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Visual image of FTIG from view angle of unmanned aircraft. (b) Created point cloud
of FTIG with over 1000 detected planar features. Each planar feature is highlighted with a different
color. The 4.4 million element point cloud was processed using a C++ implementation of the RANSAC
algorithm in under 8 min.

4.3. Detection of Planar Features

To convert 3D point clouds to accurate 3D meshes with a small number of faces, the authors
developed, implemented, and tested a RANSAC algorithm to capture the planar features that are
present in urban canyons. Our methodology for the selection of this algorithm was due to the speed,
scalability, generality, and robustness to outliers that the algorithm provides. Compared to other
methods described in [36], the accuracy, speed, quality, and completeness of the shape detection was
necessary for our implementation.

The RANSAC method was designed to estimate the sets of points that fit planes. This iterative
algorithm randomly selects three points from the dataset to form a candidate plane. The candidate
plane is labelled as a valid planar feature when the number of points from that entire dataset that are
close to the candidate plane is large enough; otherwise, it is rejected. The process is repeated until
most of the points in the cloud are assigned to a plane.

In order to test the developed RANSAC algorithm, a selected section of the FTIG point cloud was
used which consisted of 3200 points that correspond to a building without a roof. The extracted planar
features had typically ≈ 500 points. The corresponding rectangular features require a plane equation
and two 3D points corresponding to the extent. The extracted information is less than 4 points. These
elements can thus be compressed by 95%. We confirmed the robustness of the RANSAC algorithm by
running it more than 100 times over the entire point cloud. When applied to the whole FTIG point
cloud, this method detected over 1000 planar features with a typical runtime under 8 min. Shown in
Figure 5c, the extracted meshes were overly redundant as the algorithm focuses on assigning vertices
(points) to meshes; therefore, it is necessary to reduce the number of mesh triangles for transmission.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. (a) FTIG Map showing extracted building point cloud. (b) 3D point cloud of building
manually extracted from the FTIG point cloud. (c) Extracted planar features of builiding from FTIG.
(d) Example of planar region that was automatically detected and that was simplified to reduce the
number of triangles.

4.4. 3D Mesh Simplification

There are many established methods on mesh model simplification such as coplanar facet merging,
energy function optimization, and geometric element decimation described in these works [37–40].
These authors implement geometric decimation which simplifies an original mesh model through
geometry removing. When simplifying a triangulated mesh, as shown in Figure 5d, the importance
of each vertex in the mesh is first evaluated. Our algorithm selects the most suitable edge for the
contraction, i.e., simplification or removal, by searching and removing an edge in the entire mesh;
the one that removes the most area is marked as the most important vertex. Achieved through linear
programming to choose a suitable edge for contraction, we select one that does not cause the mesh to
fold over itself (i.e., non-manifold) while maintaining constraints.

To accurately and automatically simplify meshes into planar features, it is essential to estimate
the maximum difference that is allowed between normals, i.e., normal vectors of planes created by
3 points. We estimated the 3D probability density function of planar normals on many areas of the
FTIG point cloud that were manually labelled as planar features. Shown in Figure 6a, 3D histograms of
the difference between the average plane normal and the local triangle plane normals show a Gaussian
behavior along the directions that are orthogonal to the average planar normal. Both Figure 6a,b
illustrate the probability density of the normal vectors of planar extracted meshes in the transverse
(Y normal) and vertical directions (Z normal) used to complete mesh simplification based on the
normal vectors. For all selected regions, the standard deviations were consistent and estimated to be
0.05 m. A conservative threshold of four times the standard deviation was established as stop condition
in the region growing algorithm used to determine the extent of each planar feature. Figure 5d shows
an example of the performance of the algorithm when the threshold is set to 0.2 m. On the detected
planar region, a mesh simplification was applied to reduce the number of triangles without loss
of information.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6. Histograms of the normal distribution for planes extracted from the FTIG Map. Both (a) and
(b) illustrate the probability density of the normal vectors of planar extracted meshes in the transverse
(Y normal) and vertical directions (Z normal) used to complete mesh simplification based on the normal
vectors. Error distributions in the orthogonal directions to the average normal. The distributions have
a standard deviation of 0.05 m. (c) Visual representation of mesh vertices and faces.

For similar resolution, simulated meshes would only require 30,000 vertices and 70,000 faces.
Without any loss of information for positional purposes, the number of vertices and faces may be
reduced by at least an order of magnitude by using a mesh simplification of each planar feature.
In Table 2, values strongly indicate that using a mesh with planar features will lead to orders of
magnitude reduction in map storage and processing. This is seen in the differences from course to fine
simplification in the number of faces and vertices.

Table 2. Summary of point cloud vs. mesh storage requirements.

Description Values

Map Extent 20,000 m2

Point Cloud -Resolution 5 cm
Point Cloud -Points 180× 106

# Vertices- Mesh Fine Details 30× 103

# Faces- Mesh Fine Details 70× 103

Mesh Fine Details File Size 183 KB
# Vertices- Mesh Coarse Details 1.8× 103

# Faces- Mesh Coarse Details 3× 103

Mesh Coarse Details File Size 4 KB
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4.5. Automatic 3D Navigation Cell Placement

In order to verify the performance of the planar feature extraction and point cloud conversion
algorithms, a simulated version of FTIG was generated in Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) (Figure 7), a game
engine developed by Epic Games [41]. Each building contains at least two independent meshes.
Each mesh has three levels of details with nearly 1000 faces for the fine LOD, down to around
250 faces for the median level, and only 50 faces for the coarsest level. Within the simulated map, we
automatically generated 3D navigation cells and visibility cell structures within the data. This metadata
creates a navigation-centric restructuring of the data which enables more efficient data delivery
over bandwidth-constrained networks. Within the simulated map, we automatically generated 3D
navigation cells to map potential flight path locations. For each navigation cell, fully or partially visible
mesh faces were captured while the occluded ones were culled. This navigation-centric restructuring
of maps enables optimal data delivery over bandwidth-constrained networks as irrelevant geometry is
not transmitted.

This fast and greedy algorithm first splits the open and occupied spaces into axis-aligned parent
tiles. Each tile is projected onto a predefined axis-aligned plane, e.g., z = 0. In the 2D plane, the optimal
top and bottom cuts are computed to create a line-based convex hull. The resulting 2D cut is then lifted
to 3D. If the split is close to the occupied space, i.e., the space between the split cells and the occupied
space is small, the cut cells are retained as a navigation cell. Otherwise, if its volume is large enough,
the cell is split into two along a selected axis. The algorithm is recursively applied on each new cell.
Upon completion of the recursive algorithm, each created navigation cell is processed to guarantee that
it is compliant, i.e., it is defined by exactly six planes. Figure 7 illustrates the construction of navigation
cells and their associated connectivity for a dismounted and aerial mission over a test 3D map that
simulates a section of FTIG.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. This figure provides a visualization of navigation cells that were generated to simulate the
potential locations of a ground vehicle moving along a narrow corridor (a), and the potential flight
path of a small UAS that hovers over above the roofs and corridor (b). These 4000 navigation cells were
automatically generated in less than 1 min using a greedy algorithm.

4.6. Sensor Angle and Level of Details

We define LOD as the number of mesh triangles that are used to visually represent a 3D scene.
The LOD utilized by a UAS during navigation depends not only on its distance from the acquiring
sensor system but also its angular presentation to the sensor system. This LOD can be described
by the relative projected area of interest of a given 3D feature onto the sensor plane. Relative area
is defined by L(φ, d) = cos(φ)

d , where d is the distance between the area of interest and the sensor
location, and φ is the angle between the line-of-sight to the area of interest and the local normal of the
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area of interest. To limit the computation load when estimating the LOD, the authors developed a
conservative computation of L(φ, d) from any navigation cell to all visible triangles. This computation
can be performed ahead of time to reduce the resolution of the mesh needed to describe an object from
each navigation cell. The corresponding LOD level can then be quantized on a log scale to reduce the
number of meshes needed to describe an object.

In Appendix A, we detail a closed formed solution to estimate the minimal level of detail L(φ, d)
from a point to a mesh triangle. Like a point to triangle distance optimization, the solution leads to a
quadratic equation that can be solved analytically, where the resulting value depends on the relative
position of theprojection of observation point P onto the plane of the triangle and the triangle itself;
the projected point is inside the triangle or near an edge. The resulting optimization can then be
generalized to all points in a navigation cell and can consider the regions where the distance d and
the cos(φ) are no longer monotonic functions.

In this approach, the optimal value of L(φ, d) between a mesh triangle and a navigation cell is
estimated based on its samples on all corner vertices and the triangle centroid. Authors implemented
this method on a billboard test map in UE4 with extreme values of distance and angle. Figure 8 shows
a rectangular billboard that is made of approximately 100 triangles and is being observed from a
navigation cell (grey box). Notice that the navigation cell is very close to the billboard and is small
enough to show a large range of values of L(φ, d). The values for each triangle are shown on a log scale
colormap where red shows high value and blue shows low values. This approach may not find the
optimal value, but these initial results show promise even in extreme cases provided that the triangles
are “small enough”.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Sample Navigation LOD for a Billboard. (a) A square billboard is made of about a hundred
triangles and is being observed from a sensor (grey box). The values of L(φ, d) are displayed
using a log-scale colormap with red representing a high value and dark blue a very small value.
(b) The billboard from a top viewpoint with the pedestal triangles shown in yellow as cos(φ) is close
to one.

5. Experiments and Results

To test and confirm the algorithm’s robustness, a simulated 3D map of FTIG was created using
UE4. By integrating Robot Operating System (ROS) to simulate point cloud acquisition, real-time
simulated drone flights enabled the evaluation of the planar feature extraction algorithms and their
sensitivity to sensor noise and capture strategies. Furthermore, they provided estimates of bandwidth
requirements for real-time streaming of 3D urban map data.

5.1. Bandwidth Requirement

Instead of relying on fully registered point clouds, the proposed navigation protocol is based
on 3D meshes that model static geometry with very high accuracy while only requiring a reduced
amount of storage by leveraging planar features. Simulations were created to determine the baseline
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bandwidth requirements to stream 3D maps when moving along a path. Multiple scenarios were tested
depending on whether the maps use single LOD or at an LOD based on its distance and orientation
from the navigation cell.

For each navigation cell along a path, we compute the 3D Tiles Nav. packet that captures vertices
and faces that are potentially visible from any location within such navigation cell (see Figure 9).
The bandwidth requirements are calculated by determining the amount of new information required
to update the map when moving to a new navigation cell. This information contains all new vertices
and faces that are potentially visible when entering a new navigation cell but were not visible in the
existing navigation cell.

The plots in Figure 9 demonstrate how LOD affect the data requirements for real-time transmission
of a path at roof-top level and a ground level path (Figure 7a,b, respectively). A coarse LOD map
requires significantly less data to stream than a fine LOD map, e.g., about 6x less data for the FTIG.
For maps with multiple LODs that are streamed based on distance from the navigation cell, the initial
amount of data is significantly less (see Figure 9a). When moving to a new navigation cell, some
models must be rendered using a different LOD. This switch leads to more data to be transmitted
cumulatively. However, at any location along the path, only the necessary LOD is being used for
rendering and optimal map matching. The bandwidth required to transmit the entire visible geometry
from start to end of each path is shown in Figure 9b. For a drone flying at a speed of 20 m/s, the
transmission of automatic LOD VE packets require an average bandwidth of at least 51 kB/s during
flight. The bandwidth requirement is reduced to 24 kB/s for the ground level path as shown in
Figure 9b. All of this data is reported with lossless compression such as ZIP or LZMA. We note that
the variations in the plots are caused by movement from navigation cell to navigation cell and the
complexity of the urban environment.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) and (b) Cumulative amount of data and bandwidth required to transmit 3D Tiles Nav.
shown in Figure 7 when moving along a path at a speed of 20 m/s. Once the initial map has been
uploaded, the required mean bandwidth is shown as a dotted line. The lines correspond to models
rendered with fine LOD (green), coarse LOD (blue), and automatic LOD (red).

6. Discussion

From experimentation we demonstrate the ability to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted
when moving along a path that contains many occluded surfaces such as in urban canyons. Our
simulation results demonstrate the potential value of rapid, automatic decomposition of the navigable
space of the environment into an occupancy grid of navigation cells. Furthermore, results suggest that
our method of encoding visibility is both much faster and more accurate than the conventional methods
of from-point viewshed analysis or ray tracing. As seen in Table 3, a course reduction results in up to
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85% reduction in comparison to prior arts [42,43]. We note that the ground path has higher reduction
due to the increase in planar features at a lower level of altitude; thus, simplification is increased. Past
methods seen in [44] have depended on ray tracing from many individual viewpoints which has a high
computational cost and does not guarantee that all visible surfaces will be conservatively identified.

The ability to quickly and conservatively encode visibility directly from a region enables an
expanded approach to viewshed analysis. In this approach, the view region itself is used to represent
the intrinsic positional uncertainty that is often encountered in tactical situations. Rather than
depending on knowledge of the exact position of a mobile adversary, the navigation cell can encode
an adversary’s position with a specified degree of uncertainty. This allows a rapid and conservative
analysis of the evolving mutual visibility between mobile friendly and adversarial assets.

Table 3. Data reduction performance for a drone and dismounted mission.

Data Format Data Reduction (%)

UAS Path -Fine Detail 3.3%
Ground Path- Fine Detail 10.0%
UAS Path- Coarse Detail 17.1%

Ground Path- Coarse Detail 85.7%
UAS Path- Automatic Detail 2.9%

Ground Path- Automatic Detail 10%

7. Conclusions

The simulation results presented within this paper demonstrate the potential value of rapid,
automatic decomposition of the navigable space of the environment into an occupancy grid of
navigation cells. The resulting navigation cells fuse data about the visible and navigable structure of
the operating environment to provide a unique informational framework for planning and conducting
missions in densely occluded, high-threat environments.

Additionally, we illustrate the ability to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted when moving
along a path that contains many occluded surfaces such as in urban canyons. These results suggest
that the method of encoding visibility is both much faster and more accurate than the conventional
methods of from-point shed analysis. The simulation results presented within this paper demonstrate
the potential value of rapid, automatic decomposition of the navigable space of the environment into
an occupancy grid of navigation cells.

7.1. Future Work

In the future, we plan to develop and prototype trajectory planning algorithms for unmanned
traffic managment (UTM) applications. The future framework will use our data delivery protocol
detailed in this paper to provide small UAS with the 3D Tiles Nav. data needed for high performance
trajectory using LiDAR or vision-based sensors. Utilizing registered systems authorized to operate
in a low altitude urban or suburban airspace, this system would request a deconflicted trajectory
to a residential or business address. The system will then ensure that the aircraft system has all
the necessary data to track this trajectory using sensor-based navigation to the intended destination.
The 3D Tiles Nav. protocol provides a framework for defining and maintaining community-based
airspaces and flight corridors which can meet community needs for privacy, noise mitigation, and
enhanced public and commercial services. The foundations of our developed UTM protocol will be
structured to support standards for required navigational performance as well as standards for 3D
navigational data precision, accuracy, and timeliness.

Planned algorithms include automatic identification of regions of interest along an intended
navigational route. This data can be used to provide real-time warnings of upcoming, marginally
occluded regions such as obstacles along the planned route. It can also be used to automatically
dispatch small UAS to conduct advanced reconnaissance of relevant, marginally occluded
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regions. The utility of this visibility-aware adaptive path planning algorithm will advance urban
navigation immensely.
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Appendix A. Optimal Solution for LOD between a Triangle and a Point

For a triangle with vertices (V0, V1, V2) each point x must satisfy the following equation:

x = B + s~e0 + t~e1, where 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, s + t ≤ 1 (A1)

with B = V0, ~e0 = V1 −V0, ~e1 = V2 −V0 (A2)

For the observation point P, the distance between a point of the triangle x, d = x− P which can
be rewritten as:

d2 = a s2 + 2b st + c t2 + 2d s + 2e t + f (A3)

a = ~e0 · ~e0, b = ~e1 · ~e0, c = ~e1 · ~e1, (A4)

d = ~e0 · (B− P) , e = −~e1 · (B− P), f = (B− P) · (B− P) (A5)

The optimal LOD is estimated using cos φ
d = ~n(x−P)

d2

The numerator ~n (x− P) = g s + h t + i

With g = ~n · ~e0, h = ~n · ~e1, i = ~n. (B− P) , and ~n =
~e0 · ~e1

‖e0‖ ‖e1‖
(A6)

The partial derivatives:

∂ ~n (x− P)
∂s

= g (A7)

∂ ~n (x− P)
∂s

= h (A8)

∂d2

∂s
= 2 (a s + b t + d) (A9)

∂d2

∂t
= 2 (b s + c t + e) (A10)

∂
(

cos φ
d

)
∂s

=
1
d4 .

[
g.
(

a s2 + 2b st + c t2 + 2d s + 2e t + f
)
− (g s + h t + i) ∗ 2 (a s + b t + d)

]
(A11)

=
1
d4 .
[
−ag s2 − 2 ha st + (cg − 2 gh)

)
t2 + ai s + 2 (eg− hd− bi) t + ( f g− 2id)] (A12)

∂
(

cos φ
d

)
∂t

=
1
d4

[
(ha− 2gb) s2 − 2gc st− hc t2 + 2 (dh− ge− bi) s + 2 (eh− ci− he) t + ( f h− 2ei)

]
(A13)

The optimal s and t can be found as a generic quadratic equation [45].
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